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  Abstract 

 
 

The Internet of Things is a paradigm where everyday objects 
can be equipped with identifying, sensing, networking and 
processing capabilities that will allow them to communicate 
with one another and with other devices and services over the 
internet to provide innovative services in various application 
domains. 

In this scenario, there is a need for security and privacy which 
include confidentiality, authentication, authorization, access 
control, privacy and trust management among users and 
things. The document discusses challenges and the solutions in 
the field of IoT security. 
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1. Introduction 
Internet of Things, allows over internet direct communication to happen between machines, which made the 
researches to use this to bring more devices online and allow them to participate in the web.In modern 
wireless telecommunication this paradigm is gaining ground.In an internet-like structure objects are uniquely 
addressed and represented virtually through Internet of things [1]. Radio-Frequency Identification 
Technology (RFID) [2, 3, 4, 5] can track a large number of Uniquely Identifiable Objects with this it is 
considered as a key enabler of the Internet of Things. Barcodes, or 2D-codes are other kinds of ubiquitous 
sensor devices which can be used to enable the Internet of Things.Pervasive computing, ubiquitous 
computing and internet of things all are related because all these concepts are enabled by embedded sensor 
devices used in the large scale.Objects of everyday life can be equipped with sensors which can track some 
useful information about these objects this becomes the vision of the internet of things. 
The main objective is to give the reader the opportunity of understanding what has been done and what still 
remains to be addressed. 
Security Properties: 

In this section,with a special focus on IoT systemsthree key security properties are analyzed in depth: 
authentication, confidentiality, and access control. Information transfer and information sharing among 
things and users happens constantly in IoT. Non-repudiation, authentication,access control and authorization 
are to be taken care to guarantee secure communication in such situations Existing techniques are to be 
tailored for this new environment. 
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 Authentication:  
  Two types of encapsulation techniques are presented in Ref. [6]. They are smart business 
security IoT application protocol and intelligent service security application protocol. Signature, encryption 
and authentications are combined to improve IoT application development capabilities by establishing a 
secure communication between different things. Two-way authentication secure scheme was introduced for 
IoT in Ref.  [7] Using the Datagram Transport Layer Security protocol. 

Confidentiality and integrity: 
Ref. [8] shows the applicability of key management systems in the context of IoT.  Key pool 

framework, negotiation framework, mathematical framework and public key framework are the four classes 
of Management System Protocols. 
  Ref. [9] proposes a more practical transmission model with signature encryption schemes 
which addresses IoT security requirements by means of Object Naming Service Queries. 
  Using lightweight encryption method, an authentication protocol for IoT was proposed in 
[10]. And [11] proposes an user authentication and key agreement scheme for heterogeneous wireless sensor 
networks, which enables a remote user to securely negotiate a session key with a sensor node, using a lean 
key agreement protocol. 
  

Access control: 
 Ref. [12] presents another encryption mechanism which generates a session key based on 

Elliptic Curve Cryptography. It is responsible for enhancing mutual authentication among the users and 
addresses the resource constrained issue and provides access control policies. Access control refers to the 
permission to use the resource and Resources will be assigned to different actors in the wide IoT networks 
Ref. [13] identifies two actors called data holders and data collectors. Authenticaters are Data collectors who 
authenticate data holders as legitimate. 
  In IoT processing of streaming data also plays a vital role as in traditional database 
systemsthemain focus in [14] is on the layers responsible for data acquisition information collection is done 
by these layers. 
  In emergency situations, the location of the user can be made available under normal 
conditions users location information is confidential. Ref. [15] proposes an identity based system for 
emergency situations. 
  In [16] a security architecture is proposed which aims at providing data integrity and 
confidentiality for data streams and in [17] the performance of the DBMS is improved and scalability also 
improved. 
  Data streams outsourced will be facing authentication problems which are addressed in 
Ref. [18, 19].  Outsourcing of data is in main focus of Ref. [20]. Streaming data companies may not have the 
resources for deploying large amount of streaming data in a data stream management systems.   
  To safeguard data stream management system an access control model was proposed in 
[21] and to secure the data in the stream metadata was exploited in Ref [22, 23]. In [22] it’s proposed a 
stream-centric approach, in which the security constraints are directly embedded into data streams and not 
stored on the data stream management system server.in [23] an extended approach is proposed, which 
enriches data streams with metadata called streaming tags.  
  Ref. [24] supports the solutions provided in [25]. Two types of privileges are supported by 
this framework namely read and aggregate and also two temporal constraints named general and window. 
  Ref. [26] extends the two previous works in order to make their solution stream engine 
independent. Each data stream management system adopts its own language and to solve such an issue and 
to allow all the interaction among different data stream management system [26] proposes a common query 
model and the most  frequent operations are translated by the deployment module into the specific engine 
query language. 

Identification: 
With the Rise in pervasive computing and ubiquitous computing the requirement for 

device identification is not met adequately in IoT.  
Ref. [27] addresses the authentication and reformulation of the 

architecture.Authentication in IoT is addressed in [28]. It combines physical unclonable function with 
embedded subscriber identity module to authorize constrained devices. Ref. [29] defines a conceptual model 
suitable for all IoT applications. 
2. Privacy 
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 IoT application for example: patient’s remote monitoring, energy consumption control, traffic 
control, smart parking system, inventory management. In all of the above users personal information must 
be secured. 
 Ref. [30] proposes a technique called data tagging for managing privacy in IoT. In [31] based on 
context aware k-anonymity privacy policies access control protocol was proposed which preserves the privacy 
of the user. 
 In [32], using adaptive clustering a technique was proposed which continuously ananymizes 
streaming data.  

In [33], the privacy mechanisms are classified into two classes: discretionary access and limited 
access. When a domain name which is static if assigned to IoT node there can be privacy risk which is 
analyzedin [34]. 
 Ref. [35] focus on two major types of attribute based encryption: key policy attribute based 
encryption and cipher text policy attribute based encryption. Using attribute based signature scheme in [36] 
an approach was presented which ensure privacy in IoT.Here a novel attribute-based signature scheme, name 
ePASS, uses an attribute tree and expresses any policy consisting of AND/OR which are unforgeable for the 
computational Diffie-Hellman assumption. 
 Ref. [37] proposes an authentication protocol based on mutual key change. Data mining techniques 
are used to address privacy protection by minimizing the sensitive data disclosure. The assessment of privacy 
requirements of data was done in [39] to estimate both the data quality and the security and privacy level, it 
defines a layered architecture for IoT in order. 
 
3. Trust  
 In [40, 41], the main focus is on trust level assessment of IoT entities. Ref. [40] proposes a trust 
management protocol in distributed, encounter-based and activity-based environment. Communicating 
nodes can rate each other and exchange trust evaluation about one another. 
 In [42], a trustworthiness evaluation is carried out in social internet of things. [43-47] proposes a 
techniques in which, on their own experience basis, nodes compute the trustworthiness of their friends. 

Ref. [48] proposes a secure distributed adhoc network which is based on direct peer-to-peer 
interactions and community’s creation. 
 In [49], it’s proposed that for decentralized and dynamic IoT scenarios traditional access control 
models are not suitable. Layered trust mechanism is proposed in [50] using fuzzy set theory and formal 
semantic based language. 
 Ref. [51, 52] combines location aware and identity aware information and authentication history to 
propose a trust model to protect the user security.  
 Ref. [53] proposes a hierarchical trust model for IoT which detect malicious organization. Ref. [54] 
proposes a Trust management system which is able to access the trust level of a node from its past behavior 
in distinct cooperative services. Ref. [55] proposes a trust management model for routing in IoT. 
 Ref. [56] proposes a trust management for IoT, based on identity-based key agreement. To identify 
network nodes which moves themselves from a host-to-host during the handover process an identity-based 
network protocol was presented in [57]. 
 In [58], a mechanism for heterogeneous environments was designed with which we can select the 
most suitable trust and reputation model. Ref. [59] proposes a trust management mechanism for layered IoT 
architecture. 
 
4. Securing MiddleWare 
 

A few sorts of middleware layers are utilized to enforce the integration and the security of devices 
and data within the IoT. 
 Ref. [60] focuses on networking and security issues and proposed a VIRTUS middleware which relys 
on the open extensible messaging and presence protocol to provide secure event driven communications 
within an IoT scenario. 
 Ref. [61] proposes a framework called Otsopack, which provides two core functionalities: it’s 
designed to be simple and it runs in different computational platform. 
 To enhance security, privacy and trust in embedded system, a framework is proposed in [62]. Light 
weight symmetric encryption is used for data and for trivial file transfer protocol symmetric encryption -
protocols are used. To bridge different platforms in IoT environments a Naming, Addressing and profile server 
is used as a middleware in [63] 
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 A global service layer platform for M2M communication is proposed in [64] OneM2M.it enables the 
interoperability of different M2M systems across multiple networks and topologies on top of IP to unify the 
global M2M community. Secure end-to-end data transmission among the communicating parties is 
supported by middleware. 
 Ref [65] addresses allocation of tasks in IoT. To perform a given task the nodes have to cooperate 
and also consider the available resources. 
 A method was defined to systematically construct a general purpose middleware for IoT in [66]  
The middleware is adaptable to heterogeneous systems which is generated starting from high level algebraic 
structures then they are mapped into building components depending on the underlying computing 
infrastructure. 
 Ref. [67] proposes a secure and transparent architecture for IoT middleware it uses existing 
technologies for security. To provide security for smart objects, services and users privacy, authenticity, 
integrity and confidentiality of exchanged data are integrated. 
 
 
5. Secure Communication Protocols 
 
IoT Security Solutions are classified into two main categories based on: 

• Asymmetric key schemes 

• Pre-distribute symmetric keys 
Asymmetric Key Schemes: 

Public key cryptography is based on Asymmetric key scheme which is considered as a very common 
approach to establish a secure communication between two or more parties. 
 Asymmetric algorithms are widely deployed in conventional internet. There is one major 
inconvenience when Asymmetric Key Schemes are used in IoT, Which is the computation cost and energy 
consumption. And the approaches are classified into two categories: key transport based on public key 
encryption and key agreement based on asymmetric techniques. 
Symmetric Key Pre-distribution schemes:  

To bootstrap secure communication in the IoT researcher’s proposed multiple techniques using 
symmetric key establishment. Nodes involved in the symmetric key establishment share common credentials. 

Symmetric key or some random bytes are the pre-shared credentials, flashed into the sensor before 
its deployment. Symmetric Key Pre-distribution schemes are classified into 2 sub categories they are 
probabilistic key distribution and deterministic key distribution. 
 
Asymmetric key schemes: 
Key transport based on public key encryption 

• Raw Public Key Encryption: 
Ref. [77] or Ref. [81] have been recommended for WSNs, proposal in Ref. [77] is very similar to the 
RSA algorithm and is also based upon the hardness of the factorization problem. A lattice-based 
alternative to RSA and ECC primitives is proposed in Ref. [81](NtruEncrypt). This mechanism is best 
suited for the devices with constrained resources.  In [81], a comparison of the three PKC 
mechanisms proposed for constrained devices was presented. 

• Certificate-based encryption: 
TLS [74] has been recommended by many standards specified by IETF for security service. Ref. [68] 
Implement DTLS using hardware assistance on sensor nodes. A modification of DTLS was presented 
by Ref. [69] using the 6LoWPAN compression mechanism. An idea to effectively reduce the overhead 
of the DTLS handshake was proposed by Ref. [83]. A similar modifications to DTLS was presented by 
Ref. [82] but the DTLS handshake is mediated by the 6LoWPAN border router. 
Ref. [96] proposes a protocol which works jointly with IPsec to provide security between two entities. 

• Identity-based schemes: 
Identity based cryptography was first implemented in Ref. [70]. IBE paradigm is implemented using 
the ECC primitive in a constrained environment. TinyIBE a very simple authenticated key distribution 
based on IBE was proposed in Ref. [89, 82, 71] for heterogeneous sensor networks. Ref. [73] 
proposes Diffie-Hellman protocol and its varients are classical examples for symmetric key 
agreement. A combination of ECDH and IBE for sensor networks was proposed in [90]. This scheme 
depends on the ECDH protocol and provides the privacy of message exchanges using identity based 
scheme [89]. Ref. [95] tailor HIP-DEX to the IoT by adapting the session resumption mechanism. 
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Symmetric key Pre-distribution schemes: 

• Probabilistic key distribution 
Random key pre-distribution was proposed in [91]. Ref. [84,92-94] pre-distribution phase is 
improved to enhance the key connectivity between nodes and reduce the memory space needed 
for key storage. In [84] key pre-distribution scheme was proposed that depends on the deployment 
knowledge and avoids unnecessary key assignments. Ref. [93] develops a scheme based on Ref. [84] 
works, but the keys are mapped on two-dimensional positions. Ref [92] develops a mechanism to 
reinforce the path-key establishment phase. 

• Deterministic key distribution 
Ref [72,80] focuses on the schemes based on bivariate polynomials. In these schemes there is an 
exchange of bivariate n-degree polynomial f(x,y) is happening between two communicating nodes. 
One node can obtain the pairwise key with another node by calculating the value of f(IdA,IdB). Ref. 
[85] proposed a scheme where a secret symmetric matrix D is generated from the shared secret key 
between the two communicating nodes. Ref. [88, 86, 87] proposes key establishment schemes 
where the session key is generated without the need for a key server to perform key management.  
Ref. [79] implements the standard internet security protocol IPsec in an IP based WSN. Ref. [68] is 
inspired by the TLS pre-shared key cipher suite. MIKEY-Ticket [75] is an additional mode to the basic 
MIKEY [78] protocol, in which a KDC is involved in the process of establishing a security association 
between the two parties. MIKEY-Ticket originated from the ticket concept of Kerberos [76]. 
 
Ref [112] SAKE was proposed which is a new key establishment based on the MIKEY-Ticket mode 
and removes the threat of DoS attacks. 
In [113] PANA protocol was proposed which is a solution for key distribution based on an external 
server. Ref. [114] an advancement of PANA was proposed which can adapt to the resource 
constraints. Considerable modifications consists of reducing the number of message exchanges and 
minimizing the collection of cryptographic primitives at the resource constrained device. 
In [115] a secure authentication and key establishment between sensor node and an external 
internet host called SAKES is proposed. Ref. [116] Distributed HIP exchange protocol was presented. 

 
6. Mobile Security in IoT 
 In IoT, there is a need for privacy and authentication because mobile nodes transient from one 
location to another. Ref. [97] proposed a protocol which is used to authenticate and protect privacy of a 
mobile node when a mobile node joins a new cluster.  
 In [98] author proposes analysis the security challenges for the Heterogeneity Inclusion and Mobility 
Adaptation through Locator ID separation architecture regarding features from IoT and the ID/locator 
management messages vulnerable to attacks. 
 In IoT technologies using RF signals without direct contact we can automatically identify tagged 
objects using RFID systems based on Electronic Product Code Network Environment. Possible Threats in 
mobile RFID networks are analyzed in [99]. 
 Ref. [100] proposes a model in which privacy of tags and readers are addressed and corruption of 
tags and readers are supported. 
 IoT framework with the advent of pervasive computing have the ability to enable mass surveillance 
and to violate the location privacy of the user. Existing location privacy issues are addressed in [101]. 
 In an intelligent transportation system a secure handshake scheme among mobile nodes is proposed 
in [102] .Ref. [103] point’s outs that new demand for mobile solutions is secure healthcare service. Which is 
responsible to protect the privacy and security of patients in a healthcare context using an IoT infrastructure, 
a security and privacy mechanism is proposed. 
 Ref. [104] proposes a secure architecture which can be deployed on mobile platforms for mobile e-
health applications. Also in [105] addresses solvution for the security and privacy issues. 
 In [106] author proposes an efficient and secure intrusion prevention system for business activities 
using mobile devices for human centric computing. Ref. [107] designs an access gateway for smart mobile 
devices which is responsible for mobile information collection system based on IoT. 
 Security and mobility in IoT is specially treated in [108]. Firewalls are used by the people and 
companies to secure their data which leads to a challenging conflict between data security and usability. 
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 Ref. [109] presents a mobile sensor data processing engine which is plug-in-based IoT middleware 
for mobile devices having constrained resources which enables collection and processing of sensor data 
without programming efforts. 
 Ref. [110] proposes an efficient video dissemination mechanism in mobile multimedia IoT 
applications, while [111] points out the interaction happening between smart things with the mobile 
Bluetooth platform. 
 
7. Conclusion 

The real dissemination of IoT services requires customized security and concealment levels to be 
guaranteed. A bound together vision with respect to the insurance of security and protection essential in 
such a heterogeneous circumstance, including diverse advances and correspondence measure is as yet 
absent.Reasonable arrangements should be designed and deployed which are independent from the 
exploited platform and able to ensure: confidentiality, access control and privacy for users and things, 
trustworthiness among devices and users, compliance with defined security and privacy policies. 
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